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President Obama just declared Venezuela a threat to US national security, which is code word 

for any smaller, less powerful nation possessing balls enough to thumb its nose at the Empire 

bully America. The lie of accusing another sovereign nation as a threat to US national security 

like clockwork is the first step toward levying economic sanctions. Cuba, Iran, Syria and Russia 

come readily to mind. This petty, tit for tat politics game comes only a week after Venezuela’s 

president Nicolas Maduro announced a drastic downsizing of US Embassy employees and that 

tourist visas for any Americans traveling to his country would be required, not exactly actions 

posing much of a “threat” to America. In fact Maduro is exercising remarkable restraint 

considering that Canada and the US attempted to overthrow the Venezuelan president on 

Valentine’s Day last month. But with rejuvenated resolve and concerted focus the United States 

is once again intent on bringing Maduro down. 

Obama has been hypocritically playing the ethics card again, accusing the Maduro government 

of being corrupt and guilty of egregious human rights violations, everything that the US is guilty 

of in spades. Again Obama can hardly take any higher moral ground on human rights issues 

when he leads the nation that imprisons one quarter of the world’s prison population despite 

comprising only 5% of the total global population. Civil liberties are fast disappearing in the 

prison-industrial complex of America amidst an increasing hostile police state where US law 

enforcement’s been steadily arming and militarizing to make war against its own citizens who 
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risk death from police bullets at a rate 55 times greater than from any so called terrorist and 100 

times more likely to be killed by police than citizens from any other industrialized nation. Where 

half the current prison population is of the same race he is, Obama should be the last one to 

criticize any nation for its human rights record when a stronger case can be argued that it’s 

the United States that is the worst human rights violator on the planet. No other nation on earth 

has violated and destroyed more human lives and nations than US Empire’s killing machine. 

According to a study nearly a decade ago, the USA has accounted for an estimated 30 million 

deathsaround the globe just since World War II. With thousands more US inflicted casualties 

since that statistic was released, the murder capital of the world with all its exceptionalism just 

keeps on killing. And no other nation on earth even remotely comes close to the dubious 

distinction of being at war 93% of its time in existence. 

Every single country in this world that in any way resists the Empire’s relentless onslaught to 

make it another indebted globalist puppet state is targeted in its crosshairs. While the neocon 

overthrow in Ukraine was unfolding last year, the double hat trick in-the-making to also remove 

from power Venezuela’s Maduro was barely being thwarted but successfully averted. All the 

same subversive US tactics were being simultaneously deployed in both countries with different 

outcomes – pouring unlimited cash into the nations (per Victoria Neuland $5 billion in Ukraine 

alone) through CIA and State Department NGO’s, inside false flag snipers murdering street 

protesters in order to blame government security forces, a steady feed of social media lies and 

propaganda, and monetary manipulation through high inflation while creating acute food supply 

shortages. It was close to a coup in Caracas but no cigar for the US neocon criminals last month 

or last year. 

Similar to Syria’s Bashir al Assad, Nicolas Maduro’s post- Chavez government has remained in 

power much to Empire’s chagrin despite being permanently targeted for regime change. All the 

more reason a year later to hone in on twisting the screws a little tighter on Venezuela. With civil 

liberties and human rights declining across the boards globally, Venezuela has been the only 

nation close to democracy with its own nationalized oil company. Up until his death two years 

ago, during his 14 years as head of state despite a couple unsuccessful US sponsored coup 

attempts, Hugo Chavez brought significant economic and social progress to his country. 

Containing the world’s largest reserves of crude oil and owning the US company Citgo as its 

subsidiary, the big boys like Exxon and Shell have been locked out of the richest oil nation on 

earth and for that reason alone, Chavez and Maduro’s Venezuela has long been the biggest 

hemispheric thorn in America’s side. Under Hugo Chavez, oil profits went to the people of 

Venezuela to build schools and hospitals and improve their quality of life rather than filling the 

filthy rich pockets of Big Oil or OPEC allies that finance and sponsor terrorism. And that made 

war criminals George W. and his pal Dick Cheney hopping mad, especially after Hugo 

addressing the United Nations General Assembly nearly a decade ago brazenly yet accurately 

“outed” Bush as “the devil.”  And ever since Chavez’ successor replaced him, the United States 

has been gunning to overthrow Nicolas Maduro. 

But then seeking (or more like causing) regime changes at will has long been a United States 

foreign policy trademark. Even prior to this century, Wesley Clark’s 2007 revelation spilled the 

beans on that infamous neocon list to take down seven sovereign nations in five years that to this 

day under Obama is still being faithfully executed. With sole exceptions Syria and Iran still 
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marked as unfinished business, puppet Obama has dutifully followed the same neocon agenda as 

his Bush-Cheney predecessor. Be it through CIA and/or other government rogue agency 

insiders, US coups d’état through violent assassination of democratically elected leaders (Iran in 

1953, JFK in 1963, Chile’s Allende in 1973) abound. Even more common are the dozens of 

politically conventional CIA-State Department induced overthrows like Ukraine last year. 

Whether the 1954 coup in Guatemala or 1964 in Brazil or Ghana in 1966, several more recently 

in Haiti against democratically elected Aristide or even more recent in 2009 Honduras when the 

US pushed out yet another democratically elected leader replaced by a corrupt military junta in 

bed with the drug cartel. No accident last year that 50,000 kids showed up at the US border when 

US backed murder and mayhem have been allowed to rule in Central America for decades. But 

then neither the British nor American Empires were ever averse to seizing control and profiting 

from the multi-billion dollar international drug smuggling trade. For more than a century the US 

Empire has been steeped in the tradition of regime change all over the world in order to increase 

and maintain ruthless hegemonic control at all cost. Chalk it up to USA exceptionalism. 

Be it Syria, Iran, Russia (though Putin has proven both smarter and stronger than US ever 

estimated), North Korea or Cuba, all of these nations have shown far more resilience, self-

sufficiency and defiant independence than the United States would ever care to admit. 

Despite years of economic sanctions, countless threats and demonizing propaganda, these 

stubborn nations have managed to survive and in some cases even thrive despite the relentless 

brute force tactics displayed by the global village bully turned self-anointed sole global 

superpower. At enormous risk of collapsing under continued Empire siege, all these nations are 

still standing tall despite being targeted with nonstop superpower aggression. 

Rarely has such open defiance against Empire imperialism survived. Look what happened to 

onetime US allies Iraq and Libya. After dumping the US petrodollar, both Saddam Hussein and 

Muammar Gaddafi quickly fell victim to Empire wrath that has willfully destroyed those two 

once stable, prosperous, oil producing giants. Crime partnering with the likes of Israel, Saudi 

Arabia and al Qaeda-ISIS, the globalist Empire wrecking crew has chewed up and spit out Iraq 

and Libya onto the heap of its growing failed state graveyard. 

But now the geopolitics chessboard is tipping decidedly in favor of the East. With the hording 

gold run picking up momentum, China and India have accumulated thousands of tons of gold. 

According to renowned geopolitical expert F. William Engdahl, Russia is experiencing a 

surprisingly remarkable renaissance. The formidable economic alliance of the emerging 

powerhouse BRICS nations coalescing behind the renewed partnership strength of Russia and 

China are leading the way toward global independence from the Western central banking 

cabal’s US dollar chokehold as standard international currency, and as a result, the global 

balance of power is dramatically shifting. Upon high command order from western oligarchs, the 

US Empire is desperately lashing out as it rapidly freefalls towards impending economic 

collapse. 

Despot Netanyahu recently commanded a standing ovation on Capitol Hill from his enraptured 

captured audience of treasonous pro-Zionist US Congress, threatening and demanding war 

against Iran (despite it not building or possessing nuclear weapons). Meanwhile, the Kiev 

government’s being taken over by neo Nazi dual Israeli citizens(like the US already has 
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been) demanding war against Putin over Ukraine. These seemingly suicidal gestures risking 

nuclear annihilation underscore the psychopathic severity of brain damage these megalomaniacs 

in control are truly suffering from. With counterterrorism measures in the name of national 

security exponentially taking tyrannical hold throughout the Western bloc - in North America, 

Australia, New Zealand, Japan, South Korea and Europe, globalized NWO totalitarianism is 

moving in for its kill. With a big bang the United States and Europe as the WWIII warfront 

appear to be going down as the Western ruling elite’s sacrificial lambs. The Middle Eastern front 

of course is Iran and Syria where their alliance with Russia and China will bring them into world 

war in the Gulf. 

The sad but very sobering fact that if any sovereign nation on this planet dares to refuse to play 

this predatory internationalist game bent on obliterating its autonomy actively opposing forced 

acquisition into Empire fiefdom, then bar none that nation becomes a so called “threat to US 

national security,” now synonymous with New World Order. That’s how Empiric imperialism 

operates as the big fish gobbles up the little fish in the increasingly toxic global pond cesspool. 

The might makes right, “my dick’s bigger than yours” syndrome that’s always characterized 

violence in human history is nothing but political, economic and military Darwinism at its lowest 

and most base. In the modern tradition of the British and American Empires, even the 

propaganda whitewash brainwash that always perfumed the stench of murderous bullies 

spreading their lies of freedom and democracy no longer can possibly cover up the sheer ugliness 

and brutality of globalized exploitation, mass genocide and world order slavery that currently has 

the planet suffocating from a tightening NWO death grip. 

With repeated calls for yet more oppression in the name of national security, Obama never fails 

to justify all his actions by trumpeting America’s exceptionalism. The world’s only superpower 

is free to commit murder, war crimes, regime changes, invasions, occupations and wars at will 

simply because it can get away with it. Empire exceptionalism permits it to stand alone in 

violation of every known international law, treaty, UN Charter and Geneva Convention rule in 

total defiance of every world court and tribunal only because it can. Obama’s incessantly citing 

US exceptionalism is always accompanied by his worn-out rhetoric and jingoistic masturbation 

touting the greatness of America and its blessed people. He never fails to emphasize the urgent 

need for the United States to take the lead in imparting its brand of democracy to the waiting rest 

of the world. Of course he must always also pay tribute to our brave young men and women in 

uniform loyally defending our coveted freedom that the so called terrorists are always so jealous 

of. This hubris of deception and hypocrisy behind his ad nauseam lies spewing forth is wearing 

ever so thin to the fast growing crowd of outraged Americans joining the rest of the planet that 

for a long time have painfully known that it’s the United States of America that’s the real threat 

to every nation’s security on this earth and that it’s the current criminal syndicate of US Empire 

posing as the rogue globalist government that urgently needs a complete “regime change” 

overhaul. 
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